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**Abstract**

To produce a radio isotope for Positron Emission Tomography (PET), 10 MeV compact Cyclotron was installed at Sungkyunkwan University. This cyclotron had been produced 10 MeV proton beam. For this cyclotron magnet, the magnetic field measurement instrument was being developed. The hall probe sensor was used for field measurement. This hall probe sensor moves radial direction and angular direction by mechanically. The Magnetic field measurement system measures the field in the range of 5 mm for radial direction and 1 degree for angular direction. Magnetic field was measured with and without cooling. Magnetic field was carried with 4 Gauss without cooling and 0.1 Gauss with cooling. Our developed magnetic field measurement instrument has 0.1 Gauss of an error and 0.01 Gauss of resolution over 9 hours.

**Field measurement instrumentation**

![Fig 1. 3D Model of field measurement instrument](image1)

- Three dimensional mechanical design of measurement system
- The hall sensor probe on the center of jig (3) will rotate between the midplane of magnet
- The gear (a) on the side of rotation jig (3) will move the hall sensor probe along R-axis
- The step motor (4) installed at valley, step motor is connected with rotation jig using by tension belt

![Fig 2. Structure of field measurement system](image2)

**Field measurement program**

![Fig 3. Flow chart of field measurement program](image3)

- Field measurement program based on LABVIEW
- Measurement process was described in the following steps.
  1. Measurement start at reference point,
  2. Magnetic field measure with same angular step at same radius.
  3. The hall probe sensor moves radial direction. (5 mm)
  4. & (5) Full field mapping by repeating the procedure (2) and (3)

![Fig 4. Magnetic field variation](image4)

![Fig 5. Magnetic field measurement](image5)

- Temperature of electromagnet was increase to 50 degree without cooling.
- The magnetic field had been reduced about 4 Gauss in 20 minutes and temperature had risen when the field was measured in a fixed point.
- When the temperature was constant, magnetic field value was constant also
- Magnetic field measurement results was constant at a stable condition.

**Measurement result**

- The error of magnetic field measurement was around 0.1 Gauss
- The error of magnetic field measurement had been produced by the three main errors caused by the mechanical operation, unstability of the sensor, the effect of the temperature
- The hall probe sensor takes 5 data each measurement step for increase accuracy of measurement
- Measurement resolution was set as 5 mm and 1 degree. It is enough to get full 2-d map of magnetic field.
- This magnetic field measurement instrument was utilized for full field mapping for 10 MeV cyclotron

**Conclusion**

In this study, Magnetic field measurement instrument for compact cyclotron has been developed. Magnetic field measurement system measures the field in the range of 5 mm for radial direction and 1 degree for angular direction. The range is adjustable in the program code. Magnetic field measurement system can monitor the field intensity synchronously. This magnetic field measurement instrument was adopted simple structure and magnetic field measurement error was less than 0.1 Gauss, it is utilized for full field mapping of electromagnet with high accuracy.
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